
Secret hearings took place recently to examine the
complaints of several members of environmental adovacy
groups, stating that the Canadian Security Intelligence

Service (CSIS) was illegally spying on them. In 2013, an
investigation by online news source Vancouver Observershowed
that members of non-profit groups such as the Dogwood
Initiative, Sierra Club, LeadNow, Idle No More, and ForestEthics
were the subjects of unlawful surveillance by Canada’s spy agency. 

Freedom of Information requests showed that in the leadup
to the Enbridge hearings, the National Energy Board (NEB)
worked together with CSIS  and the RCMP to ‘make security
plans’, and that it also coordinated with officials from Enbridge
and TransCanada Corporation. Further documents received
under the FOI showed that CSIS was monitoring members of
peaceful environmental groups, and that the NEB was arranging
for police protection of Enbridge and TransCanada staff.

The complaint launched against CSIS was filed by the BC Civil
Liberties Association (BCCLA) and stated that the spy agency
infringed on rights to freedom of expression, assembly and
association by spying on citizens opposed to Enbridge and other
pipeline projects, and that this was in violation of the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. BCCLA also claimed that surveillance
activites may have included illegal searches of private information. 

CSIS is currently banned by law from gathering information
on the peaceful and democratic activites of Canadians. 

The BCCLA has also launched a similar claim against the
RCMP, though no date has yet been announced for that hearing.

Activists involved in the claim have said that they have spent
months—some say years—fighting off the feeling that they’re
being watched. ‘It’s like when you park your vehicle in a bad spot
and have to walk there after dark. Or you come home after a trip
and the door is unlocked. Or you peer into the webcam on your
phone or computer and wonder, is anyone there?’ Dogwood
spokesman Kia Nagata wrote in a recent blog post, ‘This spring
I couldn’t shake that creepy sensation.’

Activists are still not sure exactly how or when CSIS was
spying on them, though it is clear from FOI documents that a
2013 volunteer meeting in Kelowna was under surviellance, and
a peaceful public rally against Enbridge in June of last year also

seems to have shown up in CSIS information-gathering records.
Dogwood Initiative Director of Organizing Celine Trojand, who
attended the meeting in Kelowna, says she is unsure of when
she was spied on. ‘I don’t know exactly how or when,’ she said
in a Dogwood press release. ‘It may still be happening.’

CSIS, RCMP Collaborating with
Energy Sector

More than just the allegations of spying were brought to light by
the FOI requests of 2013. The documents received also showed
evidence of collaboration between CSIS, the RCMP and the
energy section. At the bi-annual ‘classified briefings’ at Ottawa
headquarters of CSIS, members of Canada’s spy agencies met
with officials from the government and the energy sector. The
FOI documents show that a May 2013 meeting was sponsored
by Enbridge, Bruce Power and Brookfield. Members of the NEB
were also in attendence. 

The meetings have been said to be used as an opportunity to
provide information to select representatives of the energy
sector, and for the energy sector in turn to enlighten members
of security and lawkeeping organizations on issues they would
not normally be privy to. The BCCLA says that is now concerned
that information gained from unlawful spying may have been
passed to members of the energy sector, such as representatives
of Enbridge and TransCanada. 

Hearings Shrouded in Secrecy
Members of the public and media were prohibited from
attending August’s secret hearings, which were conducted by
the Security Intelligence Review Committee (SIRC). As
witnesses to the hearing emerged from the court, each told the
waiting members of the BCCLA that they were not allowed to
talk about the proceedings of the hearing. Media was not
allowed to photograph people leaving the courts, to prevent
them from capturing the image of a special agent on camera.
The lawyer who represented the BCCLA has also been forbidden
from discussing the hearings, and cannot speak about his
testimony even to the people he is representing.

‘It’s basically like a black hole,’ said Kai Nagata about the
hearings. ‘Anyone who goes in comes out mute.’
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Secret hearings take place to investigate allegations of
illegal spying on activists - Natalie Dunsmuir



SIRC’s Role in the Hearings
SIRC was established at the same time as CSIS and was
designed to oversee the agency’s activities and to investigate any
complaints made concerning CSIS. It was the center of a recent
controversy when it was revealed that SIRC chair, former
Conservative cabinet minister Chuck Strahl, had registered as a
lobbyist for Enbridge Corporation. He resigned his post in
January of last year, though according to the CBC journalist
Greg Weston, Strahl ‘has long had a reputation as one of the
straightest arrows in Canadian politics, and there is no evidence

of any actual conflict of interest in his work for Enbridge’.
However, Weston does remark that several other members of
SIRC have connections to the oil and gas industry. Yves Fortier,
a member of the committee which reviewed the secret hearings,
was formerly a TransCanada board member and still holds
shares in the company. 

There was still no word at press time as to what results the
hearing will most likely have. The BCCLA has started a petition
called ‘don’t spy on me’, which can be found at
www.bccla.org/dont-spy-on-me/. 0
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